Abstract-This paper proposes two types of new decoding algorithms for a network coding aided relaying (NCR) system, which adopts multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver. In the NCR system, the relay station (RS) decodes the data received from both the base station (BS) as well as from the mobile station (MS) and combines the decoded signals into a single data stream before forwarding it to both. In this paper, we consider the realistic scenario of encountering decoding errors at the RS, which results in erroneous forwarded data. Under this assumption, we derive decoding algorithms for both the BS and the MS in order to reduce the deleterious effects of imperfect decoding at the RS. We first propose a decoding algorithm for a hard decision based forwarding (HDF) system. Then, for the sake of achieving further performance improvements, we also employ soft decision forwarding (SDF) and propose a novel error model, which divides the error pattern into two components: hard and soft errors. Given this error model, we then modify the HDF decoder for employment in SDF systems. We also derive estimation algorithms for their parameters that are required for the efficient operation of the proposed decoders. Our simulation results show that the proposed algorithms provide substantial performance improvements in terms of the attainable packet error rate as a benefit of our more accurate error model. Index Terms-Network coding, relaying, cooperative communication, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system.
BS RS MS
systems a MS receives both the two-hop downlink (DL) signal via the RS as well as the directly detected signal of the BS. Since these two signals typically arrive via completely different paths, the correlation between the fading of these channels is typically low. Furthermore, the RS is capable of extending the cell area and/or improving the quality of the reception at the cell-edge, which results in requiring a reduced number of BSs for maintaining seamless coverage. Naturally, the relaying of the DL signal requires additional resources. For example, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the traditional time multiplexing based relaying scheme [5] requires four time slots (TSs) for duplex communications, which is twice higher than that of the direct link between a MS and a BS. Therefore, relaying schemes requiring lower resources have been investigated in [7] - [11] . The network coding aided relaying (NCR) scheme of Fig. 1(b) jointly encodes the signals received from two source nodes (such as a MS and a BS) into a single coded stream x A [7] , [8] . Once the RS received the data to be conveyed to the BS and MS in the uplink (UL) and DL in its two receiver TSs, it forwards their jointly encoded data to both the MS and the BS in the same time slot, which is seen as a DL slot for the MS and a UL slot for the BS, rather than independently transmitting their respective data in a different TS. Accordingly, the NCR system requires only three TSs, which leads to a 33% throughput enhancement compared to the traditional relaying scheme of Fig. 1(a) . Naturally, this TS reduction is achieved at the cost of potential error-propagation, which is reminiscent of the that experienced in differentially encoded systems. The NCR is based on the decode-and-forward (DF) relaying strategy [4] , [12] . In DF relaying, the relay node fully decodes the received signal and forwards its re-encoded version in order to avoid the noise amplification of amplify-and-forward (AF) schemes. However, upon slicing the transmitted signal, the DF relay discards the soft information, which would be helpful at the destination node. To take the advantage of DF relaying, while also retaining the soft information at the same time, soft decision aided forwarding (SDF) techniques have been proposed in [13] , [14] . In SDF relaying, the relay retransmits soft-valued estimates of the decoded signals, rather than their hard-decision based sliced versions in order to retain the soft information.
In this paper, we propose novel decoding algorithms for the destination nodes of NCR systems employing multiple antennas. In Section III-A, we derive an optimal decoding algorithm for hard decision forwarding (HDF) aided MIMO relaying systems, which transmits hard-decision values from the RS. Then, in Section III-B we extend this algorithm to the SDF aided MIMO relaying. When deriving the proposed algorithms, we employ an accurate error model for the sake of attaining a valuable performance improvement. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the NCR system model, while Section III derives the proposed decoding algorithms. In Section IV our simulation results are provided for performance comparisons. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We assume that the BS, the MS, and the RS have the same number of transmit/receive antennas for notational convenience. Furthermore, we assume that the number of channel uses is fixed in both the UL and DL 1 . As shown in Fig.  2 , we consider vertically encoded MIMO systems [15] , [16] , where the BS encodes the DL information bit stream b B into a codeword c B , which is then interleaved to obtain c B = {c 1 In realistic environments where the packet sizes are different in the UL and DL, we can employ zero-padding or repetition coding to make them equal-length when joint encoding of the UL and DL signals is performed at the RS [7] . use. Here, N t denotes the number of transmit antennas and M c is the number of coded bits associated with a single modulated symbol. Then,c l B is mapped to the N t -element MIMO symbol x B ∈ C Nt , which is transmitted across N t transmit antennas. During the lth channel use of the first TS, the signals encountered at the RS and the MS are formulated as Similarly, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the MS encodes the vector b M of UL information bits into c M and interleaves it to obtain
l M is converted to a symbol vector x M before commencing transmission. During the lth channel use of the second TS, the signals received at the RS and the BS become Fig. 3 , the RS's estimates c B and c M are generated by the iterative detection/decoding (IDD) aided MIMO systems [15] , [16] . If c B and c M are perfectly decoded, then the RS combines c B and c M using the elementwise XOR operation into a composite packet 3 and sends the resultant message to the interleaver Π R (·) in order to obtain 
where L for c B , which is used to obtain the input of the channel decoder.
When decoding c B , we also exploit the directly detected signal y BM of (2) as shown in We note that the a-priori information is subtracted, before the a-posteriori LLRs are combined and forwarded to the channel decoder.
In practical relaying systems, the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is adopted for error detection at the RS. If no errors are detected, the RS combines the estimated c B and c M using element-wise XOR operation into a composite packet and forwards it to both the BS and the MS, as seen in Fig.  1 . However, if errors are detected, we assume that the RS forwards the bit stream, which may have decoding errors. In the forthcoming section, we consider two types of relaying strategies designed for mitigating the effect of erroneous forwarded streams, namely the HDF and SDF. Furthermore, we derive decoding algorithms for employment at the destination node, which are robust to decoding errors encountered at the RS. We assume that the bit error rate of the composite packet 
III. DECODING SCHEMES FOR NETWORK CODING AIDED RELAYING

A. MIMO decoder for hard decision relaying
where Δc A,m ∈ {0, 1} and Δc 
where
Hereafter, we will derive the optimal MIMO decoder for the DL signal of the HDF system. The BS's decoder of the UL signal can be readily obtained from the decoder of the DL at the MS as a benefit of the NCR system's symmetric structure.
For the signal directly transmitted from the BS, the conventional MIMO detector of [15] , [16] is applied without any modification, because it does not contain the RS's decision error hosted by Δc l A . Therefore, we only have to modify the MIMO detection block of the RS seen in Fig. 4 by considering the decoding error vector Δc
wherex A is a trial ofx 
Since the error rate of c A is q, p(Δc A,k ) becomes
Then, the likelihood function for c A,m = 1 in (11) is expressed as
0 and c A,1 = 1 in order to obtain
which can be further divided into four terms with respect to Δc A,1 , yielding (16) . We note that for both {c A,1 = 0, Δc A,1 = 0} and {Δc A,1 = 1, c A,1 = 1},ĉ A,1 is constant (i.e.,ĉ A,1 = 0). Therefore, for {c A,1 = 0, Δc A,1 = 0} and {Δc A,1 = 1, c A,1 = 1}, x A has the same value and we can combine the first and last terms in (16) . In a similar manner, we combine the second and third terms and use (13) to obtain
where we have c
Here, it is worth noting that the a-priori probability ofĉ A,k is expressed as
Employing (17) and (18) can be simplified as
Applying similar operations to those in (15) Some remarks concerning the decoder proposed for the HDF system are provided below.
1) The original LLR formula of (11) considers Δc l A as well as c l A in order to compute the a-posteriori probability. Therefore, it is necessary to check a total of 2 2NtMc hypotheses. However, in the simplified LLR formula of (21), we employ the probability ofĉ A,k instead of the probabilities of c A,k and Δc A,k , hence we only check 2 NtMc hypotheses, which leads to a factor of 2 NtMc reduction of the computational load.
2) We note that we need p(ĉ A,k ) for calculating the extrinsic LLR of (22) instead of p(c A,k ). Therefore, we transform the a-priori information of c A,k to the a-priori information ofĉ A,k by using (18), before commencing the calculation of (22).
3) L
. By contrast, the minimum value of log{q/(1 − q)} occurs, when
B. MIMO decoder for soft decision relaying
The HDF generally imposes a lower computational complexity than the SDF at the cost of a performance degradation, because it discards the soft information by slicing the signal. In this subsection, we derive a MIMO decoder for the SDF system for the sake of attaining a better performance. We assume that the RS transmits the expectation values of the symbols [14] . For example, when BPSK modulation is assumed, the kth element ofx 
, respectively, when L is the corresponding LLR. Therefore, the probability of c A,k becomes
Using (24) and (25), we are capable of obtaining symbol probabilities and computing the soft estimate of a symbol as exemplified in (23).
By transmitting the expectation value of a symbol rather than the sliced value, we minimize the mean squared error of the relayed signals and preserve the soft information. In [14] , the error ofx s A,k was modeled as a Gaussian distributed random variable. However, to obtain a more accurate error model, we divide the error into two terms: the hard-decision error and the soft-decision error. The error vector Δx A = x s A − x A is expressed as
where The received signal at the MS is expressed as
Considering that we havê
(27) can be rewritten as
Furthermore, exploiting thatx 2 for a low number of samples, which are likely to be decoding errors in a codeword. Therefore, the resultant estimate typically has a large error, which results in a performance degradation. Owing to these reasons, the proposed soft error model has to be modified in order to reduce the computational complexity imposed and improve the attainable performance, we combine σ 
We note that the likelihood function of (32) considers the effects of both soft-decision errors as well as of the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), while the HDF decoder only considers the AWGN. When the soft-decision error of a codeword is low, the likelihood function of (32) is reduced to that of the HDF system. Consequently, we can compute the extrinsic information for the SDF system by using (22) in conjunction with the likelihood function of (32).
C. Parameter estimation
To apply the proposed decoders described in the previous subsections, we need the knowledge of the bit error ratio q as well as the the variance of the soft error σ 2 e . These parameters are estimated at the RS and forwarded to both the BS and the MS. In this subsection, we derive methods to estimate q and σ 2 e . We employ (24) and (25) to estimate q. Since the specific logical bit value having a higher probability becomes the estimate of the coded bit in HDF, the error probability of c A,k is formulated as
Therefore, q is estimated by averaging p e (c A,k ) over the entire codeword of length T N t M c . By contrast, to obtain the estimate of σ 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Computer simulations have been performed to characterise the proposed decoding algorithms. We employed a turbo code having the rate R = 1/2 and length of T N t M c = 1024, which is constituted by two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes with the octal generators (7, 5) . Throughout our simulations, we used QPSK signaling and the exact log-MAP channel decoding algorithm at the receiver. The number of decoding iterations in the turbo channel decoder was set to five. We have assumed that all the elements of MIMO channel matrices are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables having a variance of 1/2 per dimension, which are fixed in a TS. We define the SNR as the ratio of the average power per information bit arriving at the receiver to the spectral density of the noise. In the IDD of the MIMO receiver, all possible symbol combinations are considered in the computation of (22). The number of MIMO detection/decoding iterations was selected to be four. The SNRs of the paths arriving from the BS and the MS to the RS are assumed to be the same and are denoted as γ RS . This implies that the RS is somewhere half-way between the BS and MS, where the associated path loss and fading parameters are the same, although in practice the path loss between the BS and the RS may be expected to be lower than that between the RS and MS. Similarly, we assume that γ MR , the SNR of the path from the RS to the MS, is the same as γ RS . The SNR of the direct link from the BS to the MS is denoted as γ BM . We also assume that the relay channel has the same or a higher SNR compared to the direct channel (i.e. γ MR ≥ γ BM ) and we denote the ratio between these SNRs as γ dif f (> 1) . Fig. 5 shows an example of the experimentally recorded error histogram and two other distributions modeling the realvalued error {Re(Δx A,k ), Im(Δx A,k }) for a single simulation run of SDF using Fig.  5 that the Gaussian distribution does not match well to the actual distribution of errors. Especially, for high error values, the Gaussian distribution tends to zero, while the experimental histogram indicates relatively high probabilities even for error values in excess of 0.5. Hence here we propose a more accurate error error model as the combination of soft and hard errors, which is expressed as
where g(x|m, σ
. This model, which is referred to as the proposed distribution model 1, was also plotted in Fig. 5 . The error probability q is estimated as described in Section III-C. The error variances σ 
In Fig. 5 , the probability distribution of (35), which is termed as the proposed distribution model 2, is also plotted. The parameter σ 2 e is estimated by the algorithm outlined in Section III-C.
We observe that the proposed error models are more accurate than the Gaussian distribution, especially for error values above 0.7 and these values are more influential in determining the true error probability. Hence we anticipate that this model may provide a performance improvement compared to the Gaussian error model, which was employed in [14] . It is also seen that the proposed distribution model 2 is similar to the proposed distribution model 1. In the following simulation results, the proposed distribution model 2 is employed, since it is practically more realizable. Furthermore, by adopting the proposed distribution model 2, the computational complexity can also be reduced, as mentioned in Section III-B.
Figs. 6-9 characterize the packet error ratio (PER) performance of various decoders, which is defined synonymously to the codeword error rate. The perfect DF denotes the DF relaying scheme that transmits the perfectly decoded packet from the RS. More specifically, it does not suffer from decoding errors at the RS and hence it naturally outperforms the realistic relaying schemes. By contrast, the conventional HDF represents the specific HDF scheme, which does not consider the potential presence of decoding errors at the RS. More explicitly, the decoder at the BS or the MS of conventional HDF relaying always assumes the presence of perfectly decoded data, which are transmitted from the RS, regardless whether the forwarded packet actually contains errors. The idealized HDF and SDF decoders assuming the perfect knowledge of q and σ e are referred to as Proposed HDF 1 and Proposed SDF 1 schemes, respectively. The proposed decoders that generate realistic estimates of q and σ e as described in Section III-C are referred to as Proposed HDF 2 and Proposed SDF 2. The SDF using the Gaussian model represents the relaying system, where the expectation values of the symbols are transmitted from the RS to both the MS and BS to minimize the mean square error of the forwarded signal. Then again, the Gaussian error model is assumed for supporting the decoder's operation at the destination nodes, as proposed in [14] . Fig. 6 illustrates the PER performance of NCR systems using N t = 2, N r = 2, and γ dif f = 0 dB. It is observed that the proposed decoders using the error distribution of (35) have a better performance compared to the decoder assuming the Gaussian error model. Interestingly, the proposed HDF decoders also have a better performance than the SDF decoder of [14] despite its lower complexity. This is because the proposed HDF decoder employs an accurate hard error model. The SDF reduces the mean square error of the symbol to be forwarded, but the relatively inaccurate error model results in the observed performance degradation. It is also seen in Fig. 6 that the proposed SDF decoders have a slightly better performance than the proposed HDF decoders. In the low-SNR region, the decoders using the estimated parameters exhibit a similar performance to those associated with the perfect knowledge of the parameters q and σ e . In the high-SNR region, they perform slightly worse, but their SNR disadvantage is less than 0.4 dB.
In Fig. 7 , the performance of the N t = 4, N r = 4, and γ dif f = 0 dB scenario is characterised. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the proposed decoders provide a substantial performance improvement compared to both the conventional HDF decoder and to the SDF decoder using the Gaussian error model. At PER=10 −2 , the proposed decoders achieve an approximately 1.8 dB SNR gain over the SDF decoder assuming the Gaussian error model.
Figs. 8-9 illustrate the achievable PER performance, when the relayed link has a higher SNR than the direct link. Fig.  8 characterises the PER versus SNR performance of NCR systems associated with N t = 4, N r = 4, and γ dif f = 3 dB, where the proposed decoders outperform the conventional HDF decoder and the SDF decoder using the Gaussian model although the SNR gains of the proposed decoders decrease, as γ dif f increases. We also arrive at the same conclusion from Fig. 9 , which characterises the performance of N t = 4, N r = 4, and γ dif f = 6 dB. It is observed in Fig. 9 that the SNR gains of the proposed decoders become lower for higher γ dif f , but their performances are still superior to that of the decoder of [14] .
In Figs. 7-9, it is also seen that the proposed SDF 1 scheme's gain over the other proposed decoders is maximized at approximately γ dif f = 3 dB. For γ dif f =0 dB, the directly received signal, which has the same SNR as the relayed signal, gravely affects the achievable decoding performance. Furthermore, the performance difference between the proposed decoders, which is caused by the modeling inaccuracy as well as the imperfect knowledge of parameters becomes relatively small. By contrast, for γ dif f =3 dB, the direct link has a lower SNR and hence the accuracy of the relayed signal and related parameters, which depends on the specific SDF and HDF scheme considered, starts to substantially affect the attainable end-to-end performance. Finally, for γ dif f =6 dB, the direct link has a significantly lower SNR than the relay link and hence the decoding errors at the relay cannot be efficiently mitigated with the aid of the side information obtained via the direct link. Therefore, in this case, even if the decoding errors of the RS are carefully considered at the receiver, the overall performance converges to that of the worst case scenario, where the effects of the decoding errors are not considered at all. Consequently, all the relaying schemes perform similarly for γ dif f =6 dB and the maximum gain of the proposed SDF 1 scheme is observed at the medium values of γ dif f .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived error models for NCR systems using multiple antennas. First, we considered the HDF relaying scheme and proposed a new decoding algorithm, which takes the estimated bit error rate of the forwarded packet into account, when performing iterative detection and decoding at both the BS and the MS. More explicitly, we obtained a simplified expression for the extrinsic LLR at the output of the MIMO detector. Secondly, a new decoder has been derived for SDF relaying. In (26), we modeled the error of the forwarded signal as the combination of the hard and soft errors, and developed the HDF scheme's decoder for employment in SDF in conjunction with a modified cost function. Finally, we proposed realistic estimation algorithms to acquire the parameters necessary for the operation of the proposed decoders.
The simulation results of Figs. 6-9 show that both the proposed HDF and SDF decoders achieve a better performance compared to the decoders previously proposed in the open literature. In the NCR system using N t = 4, N r = 4, and γ dif f = 0, the proposed decoders provide around 1.8 dB SNR gain at PER=10 −2 with respect to their benchmarker using the Gaussian error model. The proposed error model of the SDF in (26) is constituted by the combination of the hard and Gaussian soft errors and hence it is more accurate than the simple Gaussian error model. However, the proposed SDF decoder shows only small SNR gains compared to the HDF decoder because the error model is still insufficiently accurate, as seen in Fig. 5 . Therefore, the further study of a new error model may be a possible way of improving the attainable decoding performance of relaying systems.
